There are two commonly recognized anomalies in the stock market, namely short-run momentum and long-run reversals. Under these two financial market anomalies, there are two trading strategies -momentum trading and contrarian trading -that can be adopted for the purpose of making profits. We model an asset market in which momentum traders, contrarian traders and informed rational speculators make transactions. We discovered that under certain conditions, the self-profiting motive of informed speculators will lead to their price manipulation behaviors, and result in momentum and reversals phenomenon on the asset price. We also found that the scenario of the relative quantity of the two types of behavioral traders and their profit margins is similar to that of a minority game.
Introduction

Introduce the Problem
Empirical studies on the equity markets have documented two well-known stylized facts about stock returns. First, the stock returns exhibit continuation at horizons of three to twelve months, that is, returns exist unconditional positive autocorrelation in the short run. See, e.g., Jagadeesh & Titman (1993) .
1 Second, stock returns are negatively autocorrelated at horizons of three to five years. See, e.g., the pioneering work of DeBondt & Thaler (1985 , 1987 . These phenomena of short-run momentum and long-run reversal of stock price can still be seen in later empirical studies. For example, see Jagadeesh & Titman (2001) and Conrad & Yavuz (2016) . They are also commonly seen in international financial markets. See, e.g., Rouwenhorst (1998) , Galariotis et al. (2007) and Doan et al. (2014) , among others. Such macro empirical phenomena will provide profit margin for the two classes of traders using return-based trading strategies, namely, momentum trading and contrarian trading under respective investment time horizons. 2 For micro behavior, Goetzmann and Massa (2002) directly inspected the personal trading account information of over 91,000 investors, and indeed observed the transactions by traders using momentum and contrarian strategies. Morrin et al. (2002) did research on the investment information-processing and decision-making behaviors of the professional security analysts through computer-based simulation and verbal protocol procedure. They found that the professional security analysts" decision-making process is heterogeneous, and their investment decisionmaking behaviors can indeed be classified into two trading styles: momentum and contrarian. They also did analyses on the characteristics of the two types of investors" backgrounds.
Therefore, the connection between micro behavior and macro phenomena has become an important issue for theoretical studies. The heterogeneous agent models for this kind of studies focus on the interaction between different classes of traders through their trading behaviors in the asset markets. Particularly, we would like to understand how the trading behaviors of different types of irrational traders and rational traders decide the overall behavior of the financial markets. In the line of researches we are interested in, we want to understand the theoretical causes for the asset returns autocorrelation phenomena in empirical researches, and investigate into what role rational informed traders play in the market, whether irrational traders can persist in the market, and the interaction between rational and irrational traders.
In Hong & Stein (1999) , the model did not include fully informed traders, instead, there were several groups of newswatchers, each with different fragments of information. The information will gradually diffuse between them and lead to the underreaction in asset price, which will automatically provide an opportunity to profit for the momentum traders. The momentum traders" transactions will then excessively push up the asset price (under good news case) and lead to the overreaction by the asset price. This will finally lead to the macro phenomena of long-run reversal. DeLong et al. (1990) considered a model in which positive feedback (momentum) traders are in the market. In their model, the maximum profit for the informed rational speculators is not gained by bringing the price back to the fundamental price through arbitrage trading, instead, it is gained by "jumping on the bandwagon", which is to further destabilize stock price, and a behavior similar to price manipulation emerges. Slezak (2003) provided a model of an asset market where rational and irrational traders make transactions. Their irrational traders" trading strategies can create momentum and reversals in the equilibrium asset price. They showed that the phenomena of momentum and reversals will persist even in the presence of fully rational traders in the asset market. They proved that as long as rational traders are risk averse, and are faced with fundamental risk, the result above will hold. Nevertheless, little studies have considered a scenario in which momentum traders, contrarian traders and informed rational speculators who face fundamental risk are dwelt in the same platform to analyze their impacts to the risky asset price and compare their relative advantages in gaining profits. In this paper, we will fill this gap.
We will investigate into how the relative size of momentum traders and contrarian traders in the market affects the equilibrium price, and look into the possible causes that affect the profit margins for these two types of irrational traders. We surmise that as the momentum traders increase, the asset price will be continuously pushed to a same direction and overreact, and this will generate profit margin for the contrarian traders. On the contrary, when there are more and more contrarian traders, the self-interested behaviors of the rational speculators will prevent the asset price from being excessively pushed up, and lead to a macro phenomenon of underreaction by the price, and this will also allow the momentum traders to profit. In this paper, we will examine the above points.
The Four-period Model
Assumptions
The fundamental structure of our four-period model follows DeLong et al. (1990) . We name these four periods as period 0, 1, 2, and 3. There are two assets in this economy, namely cash and one stock. We assume that cash pays no net return and exhibits infinite elasticity of supply, and normalize the net supply of the stock to be zero. Also, on the last day, which is period 3, the stock will be liquidated thoroughly and pays a single lump sum dividend of Φ + . 3 is a normally distributed random shock and does not become publicly known until period 3. We further assume that
(1) and nobody has useful or meaningful information about at any time before period 3. 4 By contrast with , Φ can be three possible values only, i.e. − , 0, and , and also has an expected value of 0.
5 The realized value of Φ becomes known to some informed traders in period 2, and a partially accurate signal about Φ, denoted by , is sent out to those informed traders in period 1. Φ can be regarded as somewhat predictable components of the fundamental shocks for stocks in period 3.
3
Since we normalize the stock to be in zero net supply, the dividend "should be thought of as side bets that investors make against one another," noted by DeLong et al. (1990) . 4 It can be thought of as a pure random shock of profits in the company that issues this stock.
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The realized value of Φ is determined by "nature" according to the following probability scheme:
Pr(Φ = − ) = 0.5 , Pr(Φ = 0) = 1 − , and Pr(Φ = ) = 0.5 .
(2)
Note that is a parameter and its details will be discussed later. We have two kinds of traders included in our model, namely informed rational speculators and behavioral traders. The informed rational speculators, denoted by "r", are present in a measure of 1, and they seek to maximize their next-period utility of wealth in a mean-variance form:
denotes the risk aversion coefficient and +1 the next-period wealth. By solving this maximization problem, the informed speculators form their demand for stocks in period , denoted by .
As mentioned earlier, the informed speculators receive a noisy signal ∈ * , − + about Φ in period 1. We assume that the following probability matrix gives the joint probability of Φ and .
When the informed speculators received that equals to , the realized value of Φ will be or 0, determined by the following conditional probabilities:
Pr(Φ = | = ) = and Pr(Φ = 0| = ) = 1 − .
(4) As a result, the expected value of Φ is conditional on = . Nevertheless, when they received that equals to − , the conditional probabilities are given by Pr(Φ = 0| = − ) = 1 − and Pr(Φ = − | = − ) = .
(5) The informed speculators can thus make their investment decisions based on this informative signal. Note that is a parameter that represents the precision of the noisy signal, . 6 Behavioral traders trade risky assets solely based on the price change in the previous periods. They are present in a measure of and have two phenotypes, say, momentum traders, denoted by "m", and contrarian traders, denoted by "c". The ratio of momentum traders to contrarian traders is set to be and 1 − . Momentum traders incline to chase a trend by buying after prices rise and selling after prices fall, and contrarians do the opposite. Following the empirical evidence in the literature, we assume that the momentum traders" demand for the stock responds to the price change across one period of time. Whereas the contrarian traders look through a longer time horizon and base their trading strategies on the price changes across two periods of time. According to the trading rule momentum traders adopt, their demand for stocks in period is given by
where is the stock price in period and > 0. In sharp contrast to momentum traders, contrarian traders" demand for stock in period is set to be = − ( − −2 ) (7) where > 0.
Note that, in period 0 and 3, there is no trading. We allow informed speculators and momentum traders to trade in period 1 and 2, whereas contrarians trade only in period 2. Since there is no trading in period 0, we set the period 0 stock price to be its initial fundamental value of zero, which is 0 = 0. This is an important benchmark period for the behavioral traders to refer to, because at times they form their demands for stocks according to the appreciation or depreciation of stocks from period 0 to periods 1 or 2. We summarize the fundamental structure of our four-period model and the total demands of traders of different kinds in Table 1 . 
Solving the Model
Following the same logic that DeLong et al. (1990) used to tackle this four-period model, we solve it from period 3 backwards. We consider the case that a positive signal is received by informed speculators in period 1, that is, 6 When approaches 1, the informed speculators can somewhat become certain that Φ = will happen as they get the signal = . Similarly, when approaches 0, the informed speculators realize that as they get the signal = , then Φ = 0 will very likely be the case. On the contrary, a whose value is around 0.5 implies that the signal the informed speculators get is less precise. (4), this implies that Φ can be or 0 with probabilities of and 1 − , respectively. For the ease of depiction, we name the uncertainty state in which Φ = as state and Φ = 0 as state . In the final period, the stock is liquidated thoroughly, and hence its value (price) equals to the lump sum dividend it pays, which is Φ + . To put it specifically, ( 2 + (1 − ) 2 ) + 2 = 0.
(12) Note that the stock is assumed to be in zero net supply by assumption. For states 2 and 2 , respectively, we have ( 2 − 1 ) − (1 − ) ( 2 − 0 ) + ( − 2 ) = 0, and
( 2 − 1 ) − (1 − ) ( 2 − 0 ) + (0 − 2 ) = 0 (14) By rearranging the terms, we obtain the market clearing stock prices in states 2 and 2 , i.e., 
These period 2 stock prices, as we have seen, depend on the period 1 price. In other words, they are path-dependent.
The next step is to solve for the period 1 stock price. To do this, we have to determine the informed speculators" period 1 stock demand function 1 in advance. In period 1, informed speculators face a problem of maximizing their period 2 mean-variance utility, which is ( 2 ) in Equation (3). Note that speculators" period 2 wealth is 2 = 1 ( 2 − 1 ) + CE 3 ,
8 However, owing to the symmetric setting we make, the case of = − will behave much like a "reflection" of what will be discussed.
where CE 3 denotes informed speculators" perceived certain-equivalent wealth of period 3. 9 After solving informed speculators" optimum period 1 stock demand 1 , we are ready to get the solution for the period 1 market clearing stock price. Owing to the fact that contrarian traders do not trade in period 1, the period 1 market clearing condition is given by 1 + 1 = 0, (18) where 1 = ( 1 − 0 ) and 0 = 0. We state the solution for the period 1 stock price in Proposition 1 and the proof is given in the Appendix. Proposition 1. In the case of a positive signal, i.e. = , the period 1 stock price is
When there are no behavioral traders in the markets, i.e. = 0, the period 1 stock price will be equivalent to the "fundamental price" of 1 = .
Proof. See Appendix.
Results and Discussion
Profit Functions for the Traders
We now can analyze the behavior of equilibrium stock prices and the profits for the traders. The following equation is the profit function for the informed rational speculators, (19), we use numerical analysis as an alternative to equilibriums stock prices ( 2 , 2 and 1 ) and traders" expected profits ( ̅ , ̅ and ̅ ) under some sets of parameters to see how the exogenous parameters could affect them. Although the results we reveal here are for a limited set of parameters, they can also represent the results obtained under other reasonable assumptions of parameters.
Effects on the Popularity of Behavioral Traders
We first examine how the popularity of the two sorts of behavioral trading strategies, i.e., momentum trading and contrarian trading, could affect the equilibrium stock prices and the profits for all the traders. Figure 1 presents the results and shows the following properties. Property 1. As the momentum traders increase, i.e., increases, the period 1 stock price, 1 , also increase ( 1 is increasing in ). Under that circumstance, the profits the contrarian traders can earn gets higher ( ̅ is increasing in ), while that for the momentum traders gets lower ( ̅ is decreasing in ). As the contrarian traders increase, i.e., decreases, it has an opposite effect.
When there are more people with a specific kind of "trading thoughts" in the market, the profit margin for those who adopt such strategy will be compressed, while using the other trading strategy provides profitability. 11 In Figure 1 , we can also see that as the relative popularity of behavioral traders to informed speculators increases, i.e., increases, the effect of the above mentioned Property 1 becomes stronger.
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Informed speculators" period 2 wealth is composed of two distinct parts. First, by holding the stock from period 1 to period 2, informed speculators enjoy the capital gains (or losses). Second, the investment opportunities available to informed speculators in period 2 are definitely worth some value and are priced at period 2 certain-equivalent wealth of them. 10 Hereafter, we will denote by ̅ , ̅ and ̅ the expected value of the profits for traders. Under this set of parameters, notice that when there are no behavioral traders in the markets, i.e., = 0, the period 1 stock price will be equivalent to the "fundamental price" of 1 = = 0.5. When there are behavioral traders, i.e., > 0, as the momentum traders increases, which is when increases, the momentum traders will push the period 1 stock price up, making 1 > 0.5, which is quite instinctive. Surprisingly, following the increase in contrarian traders, i.e., the decrease in , we find that 1 < 0.5. Recall that contrarian traders are not involved in the period 1 trading. In the case of ≪ 0.5, the period 1 stock price is primarily settled by informed speculators. This makes it necessary for us to further discuss whether the equilibrium stock price in period 1 is partly determined by the informed speculators" trade-based price manipulation conduct. 12 12 By trade-based manipulation, we refer to manipulators manipulating the asset price merely by buying the asset and selling it or vice versa. In contrast, action-based manipulation is defined as a group of traders seeking to interfere in the asset value by releasing misleading information or conducting publicly observable actions. Nevertheless, in order to maintain the trading order in the market, most of the countries control and limit Figure 2 shows the dynamics of equilibrium prices. We begin by discussing the case with relatively more momentum traders in the market, e.g., = 0.8. See Figure 2 (a). Period 1 stock price, 1 , has been pushed above the "fundamental price" of = 0.5. When time moves to period 2 where state 2 occurs, informed speculators notice Φ = = 1, 2 is also pushed above "fundamental price" of = 1. At this time, the trend trades by the momentum traders in period 2 will lead to losses. When state 2 occurs, informed speculators get to know that Φ = = 0, we observe that 2 is brought down by informed speculators to below "fundamental price" of = 0. At this time, the trend trades by the momentum traders in period 2 will also lead to losses. Meanwhile, contrarian traders can also benefit from it.
We continue to discuss the case where there are relatively more contrarian traders ( = 0.2). See Figure 2(b) . The equilibrium trading price of Period 1 stock, 1 , is lower than the "fundamental price" of = 0.5. When state 2 of period 2 occurs, 2 also becomes lower than "fundamental price" of = 1. This situation is to some degree resulted from the risk averse nature of the informed speculators, because period 3 payoff + has the unknown component .
13 However, we can still infer that when the informed speculators realize that there are a large number of contrarian traders in the market, this price manipulation conduct can lead to the contrarian traders" losses and in turn benefit themselves. Such trade-based price manipulation also leads to the results in property 2. Property 2. Informed speculators" profit margin increases by the increase in the momentum traders in the market. (When > 0.5, ̅ increase as increase.) It also increases following the increase in the number of the contrarian traders. (When < 0.5, ̅ increase as decrease.)
Rational informed-speculators make use of the behavioral traders" transactions in manipulating the price to profit. Mei et al. (2004) have also modeled how smart money has similar trade-based price manipulation conduct. If, in the market, there are behavioral traders who exhibit disposition effect, which is an anomalous trading behavior where winners are sold sooner and losers later, the manipulator in their model can profit by pushing the asset price up, and then selling the asset at high prices afterwards.
Compared to Hong & Stein (1999) , we have similar results that momentum traders" trend-chasing trades lead to the market price overreaction phenomena, as shown in figure 2(a). However, in our model, the market price underreaction is not derived from the gradual diffusion of information across informed traders, instead, it resulted from the existence of irrational contrarian traders in the market, which lead to the price manipulation behaviors of the rational informed speculators, as shown in figure 2(b).
Conclusion
Short-run momentum and long-run reversals are two commonly recognized anomalies in the stock markets.
action-based manipulation through legislation. 13 If we reduce the variability parameter of , i.e., , we will find that 1 is closer to 0.5, and 2 is closer to 1, but we still have 1 < 0.5 and 2 < 1. Momentum trading and contrarian trading are two trading strategies to make profits under the above two financial markets anomalies. We can also find in researches on individual traders that these two trading strategies are commonly adopted. Is it the existence of macro phenomena that lead to the traders" micro behaviors for profiting? Or, does the macro phenomena of special anomalies exist because the micro-behaviors aggregate and interact with each other? This has always been an issue researchers would like to figure out.
Most of the past literature consider the gradual flow of information as the cause to the underreaction of stock price and momentum. Moreover, the existence of momentum traders has also been taken as the reason for the overreaction of stock price, and as a result reversals. In our model, we raise a different possibility. Rational speculators become aware of the existence of different types of behavioral traders in the market, and with self-profiting as their motive, they manipulate the asset price, and lead to the macro phenomena of momentum and reversals. When the quantity of momentum traders is relatively high, rational speculators will try to "jump on the bandwagon", and they will choose to not bring the price back to fundamental price and give rise to an overreaction by the asset price. Conversely, when there are relatively more contrarian traders in the market, because of the existence of fundamental risk, even when good news appears, the rational speculators will avoid the excessive push-up stock price, and result in an underreaction phenomena.
Moreover, it has been commonly confirmed in past literature that provided that the rational traders are faced with a market with fundamental risk, these anomalies will not vanish because of arbitrage behaviors. We can also see this in our model. In our model, we point out additionally, that if each of the behavioral traders could choose his/her trading strategy between trend-chasing and contrarian before participating in the trades. The behavioral traders will become part of a minority game in financial markets. When there are more people with a specific kind of "trading thoughts" in the market, the profit margin for those who adopt such strategy will be compressed, while using the other trading strategy provides profitability. We can also change the model to allow behavioral traders to switch between momentum and contrarian strategies based on the incentive to struggle for existence, and through this we can observe the dynamic behavior of market phenomenon and profit margins for the traders. This is a feasible direction for future research.
